
Jamaica ready to Ignite Hollywood!

On Saturday March 8, 2014, over 37 performers ignited the walls of The Theatre Place in new Kingston, and left the
audience mesmerized with the high level of talent that they possessed. As they say, "Jamaica, wi likkle but we talawah". 

   The World Championships of Performing Arts (WCOPA), the first and only international competition to find the best
aspiring performing artists worldwide, is a competitive contest that is held annually in Hollywood California and is often
referred to as the "Olympics of the Performing Arts".     Competitors of every age are judged in acting, singing, dancing,
modelling, instrumentalists, and variety categories. Like the Olympics, the finest aspiring competitors from countries are
qualified and invited. The World Championships has sought out and found the next World Stars worldwide, which
culminates in an annual televised final awards show in Hollywood.     The Jamaican contingent looks confident and ready
to take on the rest of the world in a cultural show down with over 50 countries from July 11- 19, 2014 in Hollywood
California. Our mission is to culminate a new dynamism of entertainers and put a special focus on self-development and
educational advancement for local talent. This embraces cultural awareness and pride, personal growth and social
purpose.     Team Jamaica is armed with performances from actors, models, dance troops, singers, and even rappers,
which will set the stage at the World Championship of the Performing Arts (WCOPA). In each category there's a fierce
contest of skills to see who is truly the most accomplished in the world. Each winner gets a coveted gold medal which
brings with it the respect and admiration of people around the world along with potentially a career opportunity of a
lifetime including over $130,000 USD in scholarships. The incredible strength of national pride pushes every competitor
to give their best in this "must see" event. The world is watching, the thrill of victory, and the power of international
competition. The search is on to find and crown the best aspiring performing artists on earth.     Let's support Team
Jamaica, On A Mission!     
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